
DDP sea shipping rates from Guangzhou China to Manila
Philippines door to door shipping

sea shipping

what can we do for sea shipping from China?

1.Sea shipping from Shenzhen,Shanghai,Ningbo,Xiamen,Qingdao,Tianjin,Guangzhou and so on.

2.Collect goods from different supplier in China,warehouse for loading goods

3.Booking container from different shiipping company,like COSCO,MSK,APL,CMA,ONE and so on.

4.Insurance service--Make your goods safer

5.Customs clearance service when the goods arrive

6.Amazon FBA shipping service--USA,UK,Germany,France,Australia and so on

Our advantages

1.We has estabalished long term and reliable relationship with many high-class carriers . We have our
own contract rates with MAERSK, CSAV, EMC, NYK, CMA-CGM, MSC, CCNI, HAMBURG-SUD, COSCO
LINE and so on that cover all around the world ,we are the expert for this line

2.We built the whole network as the North America,Europe,Australian and Southeast Asia , with the
skillful operation , patient customer service make the shipments safety .



3.Besides advanced 24h cargo tracking, it also has the main person here who in charge of tracking your
each shipment closely and report you any update information in due time.

Other services

1.Air shipping--offer at least 3 logistics solutions



2.Railway shipping--16-19 days from China to European,“One Belt One Road”

3.Amazon FBA shipping--sea and air shipping to USA/Australia/Japan/UK/Germany/Spain/France



Amazon warehouse

Company & Team



Why choose Sunny worldwide logistics

1.Company has more than 20 years' industrial experience ,with employees have 5~8 years ' experience in
average

2.We own 1800 spuare meters class A office in Shenzhen, and welcome to video talk at any time.

3.With its own trailer team, 80% driver has more than 10 years driving experience, and it is hard to find
another company can be compared in Shenzhen.

4.Sunny Worldwide Logistics is a company with great love and social responsibility, participating in
charity performances that give back to the community.



Our stories with our customers
In the field of freight forwarder, the most terrible thing is emergency happend,because you will lose
much money in every minute, in Shenzhen,there are more than 20 thousand forwarder companies but
almost noboday can give you an emergency and feasible plan within 30 minutes,but Sunny Worldwide
can make it.

An ocean shipment in early March 2019, our client is a glass manufacturer, because of improper packing
of the first shipment,consigee received almost half of the fragiled glasses,unfortunately,USA client has
signed the contract of the delivery date on 04/16 with their final consignee,or they will have to pay high
liquidated damages.At that time,shipper have to seek our help to send another air shipment to client,but
they also know the time is very limited to us that from we proceed a new shipment to consignee’s hand
only have 4 days. We immediately call our marketing and operation team to have a short disscusion
within 30 mins and we got a solution that we will book a flight which is directly fly to LAX without
transfer in any airport on 04/13(Saturday),then have agreement with our USA agent at China branch that
their USA broker will help to clear customs on 04/14 which is on Sunday,and also they will book the truck
in advance in order to deliver the cargo on Monday. Finally, we deliver the second shipment on time and
at the lowest cost, client is very satisfied with our service,and they also acknowledge that they will give
us all of their shipment in future.
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FAQ

My supplier has no right to export. Can you help me export the goods?
Yes, We can buy the export license, do the customs declaration and ship the goods out to you
Can you help me inspect our goods?
Yes, Please offer your detail requirements for the inspection.
Can you help pick up our goods from the inland of China?
Yes, Please offer the exact address for picking up.
How can I pay you?
You can pay us by bank transfer (T/T), Western Union and so on.
Can you ship my goods to Amazon/Europe warehouse?
Yes,we can help to ship your goods to Amazon/Europe warehouse storing,or deliver to your door as well.

Before inquiry, providing your cargo details as following will be highly appreciated.
1.Name of commodity
2.Commodity details (material/specification/with brand or without brand)
3.Total Gross Weight of commodity
4.Total Volume of commodity
5.Supplier place
6.Delivery address
7.Cargo ready time

Thanks for reading ,and your shipping inquiries are always welcome,hope to work with you !

Contact us:

Sales:James Gong

Tel:17688921300(Wechat ID)

QQ:3004957025

Email:sales66@swwlogistics.com.cn

ADD:8/F, Block B, Rongde Times Square, Henggang Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen, China


